
Discovery Committee Meeting 
2 February, 2016  
Minutes 
 
Updates 
Arlington went live on Monday, February 1st at 9:30 p.m. EST.  Mark showed the group their new catalog.  They are using the 
new menu bar on the sidebar.  This is not turned on by default for anyone right now, but can be turned on going forward. 
 
 
Demo of new features/bug fixes to be released on Thursday, January 11th 

 Mark demoed new functionality and bug fixes for this next release. This included: 
o Mobile View  

 The view has been improved especially on phones. The goal has been to compact information to use on 
smaller devices.  

 By default in vertical orientation the whole cover is showing.   
 Turning the phone horizontally, the cover will be on the left.   
 The description is hidden by default on phones to minimize space. To reveal the description, click the link.  
 Formats will be collapsed into one link.   
 Covers can be hidden by clicking on a checkbox next to Hide Covers. Once this function/setting is checked, 

the system remembers it.   Covers will not be seen anywhere on the site. The setting is remembered on the 
device. This setting is not tied to the account. 

o Display of MARC Records Series Information has been improved by using MARC data in addition to data from 
NoveList.  
 Series information is now showing from 800 and 830 fields of the MARC record. 
 This is looking at subfield v to determine the volume number.  
 Clicking on the series link will start a series search. 
 NoveList will always be the 1st series entry, if it exists. 

o Facets 
 Added in the Last facet now shows items that are On Order.   
 The intersection between Available At facet, and formats is now working.  When selecting both the branch 

under Available At and a format, only records with the specified format and availability are shown. 
 There is a new Subject facet.  This is a combination of the genre, geographic location, topic and era. This is 

an optional facet that can be defined under Pika Configuration, Library System or Locations.  The facet is 
called Subjects, which is now the combined subjects.  

 There is a new Translations facet loaded from 041bdhj by default.  The Language facet now is now loaded 
from the 008 and 041a fields. The translation facet is designed to identify items with alternate subtitles, 
alternate audio tracks, etc. 

o Author display and searching 
 The display of authors now shows the date the author was/is alive, when available.  This can narrow a search 

to a specific author.   
 Quoted searching for authors has been fixed.  Searching for the author’s name in quotes, will only display 

results matching the information in the quotes.   Removing the quotes will allow a search for an author’s 
name either by first, or last name.  A search can also be done using OR to search for the author. Example, 
“Harper Lee” OR “Lee Harper.” 

 Keyword search by author now handles additional author variants. 
o Fines 

 Fines now show additional details about the fines including date checked out, date due, and date renewed 
for Millennium & Sierra systems.  

 In Checked Out Titles, the item now displays the amount of fines accrued to date for Sierra and Millennium. 
 Under User Profile in the Pika Configuration is the a new feature that blocks patrons from updating their 

account information, if they have a maximum amount of fines.  This is the Maximum Fine Amount to Allow 
Account Updates.  It is defaulted with a $10 fine amount.  This would stop people from changing their 
address, so you cannot find them to collect the fines. To limit the use of this feature, set the fine amount to a 
very large value. 
 



o Copies Information 
 OverDrive Items now shows the number of copies, and number of people on the waitlist to be consistent 

with all the other items. 
 Update to the copies summary has more of a separation between the shelf location and call numbers. 
 View all copies is showing all copies even if they showed up on the main page. 

o Contributor roles like illustrator or narrator are now showing.  We have always shown the contributors. Now the 
their roles show as well. This information will also show in the Grouped Work.  Clicking on the Contributor will give 
a listing of everything from that person. 

o Titles on Hold is showing hold queue position for frozen titles.  This is only for Sierra and Millennium.  Marmot 
libraries have decided not to display hold position on the holds page. 

o When viewing Checked Out Titles, the overdue items will show with a light red background. 
o New setting to hide the library hours listing that shows in the Checked Out Titles and Titles on Hold page.  This is 

for libraries that allow their patrons to pick-up items from a branch that is not the patron’s home library.  This is 
under Pika Configuration, Library Systems, ILS/Account and Show Library Hours Notice on Account Pages.  Uncheck 
it to not see the library hours information on the Checked Out Titles, and Titles on Hold page. 

o Some searches for special characters are now working properly like DVD/Fre. Keyword and call number search is 
now ignoring the slash. Plus, an ampersand search is now working for a search like S & P. 

o New role of List Publisher.  That role can create a published list.  Under Pika Configuration, Library System or 
Locations, Searching is the Public Lists To Include dropdown with the choices to pick lists from library list publishers 
only, or lists from all list publishers. 

o eAudiobooks now show within both the EBooks and Audiobooks categories.   
o Generic page information for webpages that do not exist.  When a patron links to a page that does not exist, that 

page will give the patron a link to the catalog, or the library homepage. 
o Catalog Enrichment By Source can be found under Pika Documentation on the wiki. 

 
Next Sprint 

 Digital archive   
 Come to Digital Archive Committee meeting on February 16th to find out more. 
 Explore more functionality 

 
Reminder: Please use the pika@marmot.org email group, which can be used for support and/or questions. This will basically 
get emails to both Mark and Pascal, ensuring the issue/question gets in the right hands and answered. 
 
Updates from Libraries: 
Wake County is creating more librarian created lists for their patrons.  They will also take these lists, and create List Widgets on 
their homepage. 
 
Next Meeting:  Tuesday, March 1, 2016    
As a reminder, all meeting times/locations/connection information is posted in the Marmot calendar. 
A recording of the meeting is also available on the Discovery Committee Page.    
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